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Freedom of Expression

Intimidation of Journalists Before Protests

Ahead of environmental protests and road blockades, which were announced for December

4, 2021, several journalists received threats. Thus, the N1 television, their employees and

members of their families, received threats sent via social networks and e-mail. The

SafeJournalists network also reacted on this occasion, stating that N1 journalists are under

constant pressure and attacks. Early in the morning on the day of the announced protest, the local

police in Vranje came to the door of the apartment of VranjeNews journalist Milena Dimić, when

she was warned not to go to the protest, noting that she will face criminal charges. Journalist

Dimić had to give a statement to the local police after the same protest held the previous

Saturday, November 27, 2021, when it was established that she was called in "by mistake"

because the police did not know that she was a journalist and that she was on a journalist task

that day. Also, the police "warned" the journalist of the CentralMedia portal from Jagodina

about the "consequences" of violating the Law on Public Order and Peace, if the journalist

appeared at the announced protest. The Independent Journalists’ Association of Serbia (NUNS)

demanded that the police investigate these incidents and stated that such "warnings" only
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fostered distrust in the security forces and that the police did not understand the role of the

journalistic profession. NUNS also announced that as of December 7, 2021, they received 4

reports for “warning” journalists not to participate in the protests by the police, by journalists

from Vranje, Niš, Jagodina and Novi Sad.

Attacks on Journalists While Reporting on Protests

During protests held on December 4, 2021, in Novi Sad, Belgrade and Valjevo, journalists

were attacked while reporting. Vladimir Šper, a cameraman of the Autonomija.info editorial

office and the Vojvodina Research and Analytical Center (VOICE), was attacked during

reporting from a protest in Novi Sad, when unknown men threw stones at gathered citizens,

during which journalist Šper was sprayed with pepper spray. The Independent Journalists’

Association of Vojvodina (NDNV) filed criminal charges against unidentified persons because of

this attack. Davor Lukač, a journalist with the FoNet News Agency, was attacked near the Ušće

Shopping Center in New Belgrade, while he was filming several illegally parked vehicles at a

nearby gas station. He was attacked by unknown men, who dragged him, pushed him and tried to

take his phone. After FoNet published the news about this incident, improperly parked vehicles

drove away from the location. An unknown man, who was trapped by a car in a column formed

due to a roadblock near Valjevo, damaged the camera of the Valjevo Plus television. These

attacks happened despite the appeal of the Independent Journalists’ Association of Serbia and the

Independent Journalists’ Association of Vojvodina on December 3, 2021 to the Ministry of

Internal Affairs to allow journalists to work unhindered during the protests and blockades.

N1 Reporting Team Received Insults

At the protest held on November 11, 2021 in Belgrade near the Sava Center, N1 journalist

Nenad Nešić was insulted while reporting and talking to gathered citizens. After the protest

at this location ended, the blockade of the highway was re-established, by a small group of

people who said they were war veterans. When asked by N1 journalists to introduce themselves,

one of those gathered insulted the journalist, who rebuked him for not recognizing the "uniforms,

flags and decorations" that these people were wearing.
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Crime and Corruption Reporting Network Overwhelmed With SLAPP Lawsuits

The Crime and Corruption Reporting Network (KRIK) announced that it received another

lawsuit because of its work, this time from businessman Bogoljub Karić, because of the text

about the Karić family's ties with Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko, due to

which they have a privileged position in that country. Karić claims that his "honor and

reputation were damaged", but damage was also caused to his son and the family-owned

companies as they were put on the list of sanctions of the European Union and the American

Treasury. KRIK further states that all allegations in their text are supported by official documents

from Serbia and Belarus, while Karić states that he suffered “mental pain” because of the text,

which is why he is seeking compensation in the amount of 600,000 dinars. KRIK reports that

they are overwhelmed with lawsuits from businessmen and persons close to the authorities, who

are demanding around 90 million dinars in damages from the editorial office of this portal due to

research texts related to them. The lawsuits themselves are a great burden for the newsroom, as

the documentation for each lawsuit must be analyzed in detail and then the newsroom staff must

be further prepared for court proceedings, which prevents commitment to regular work.

Solidarity with colleagues from KRIK was also expressed by the Independent Journalists’

Association of Serbia (NUNS), which called the arrival of lawsuits an orchestral pressure on this

portal, which not only financially exhausts them but also forces investigative journalists to deal

with incoming lawsuits instead of doing research.

Dismissal Warning for Doctor Who Called to Protests

Divna Simović Šiljković, a doctor employed at the Health Center in Gornji Milanovac,

received a warning before being fired from this institution, due to, as she claims, inviting

citizens to protest in that city. Simović Šiljković states that the warning contained a number of

reasons from the employment contract that the institution referred to as the reasons for the issued

warning, but that she believes that "political reasons" are behind the case, because just before

receiving this document on December 8, 2021, she called on citizens to come to the announced

protest in this city. What she cites as an additional reason for receiving the warning is that she is

the commissioner of the opposition People's Party in Gornji Milanovac, and that she has a "right
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to political opinion" and has never "influenced colleagues and employees" unlike Health Center

officials who “force employees to go to ruling-party rallies ”.

Ministry of Internal Affairs Withdraws Misdemeanor Procedure Against SDCafe.rs

Portal Journalist

The Ministry of Internal Affairs announced on December 12, 2021, that it would drop the

misdemeanor report againsts the editor of the Smederevo portal SDCafe.rs and a member

of the Association of Journalists of Serbia, Željko Milojević. The statement notes that

policemen were not aware of the fact that Milojević was a journalist and that he attended the

protest on December 4, 2021 in that city as a journalist, so the report has been withdrawn.

Milojević received a misdemeanor penalty for attending a protest in that city on December 4,

2021 for blocking the road, and on that occasion, the SDCafe.rs portal announced that their

journalist only reported on the protest and saw the misdemeanor penalty as a form of pressure.

Controversial Government Regulation on Limiting Research in the Field of Defense

Withdrawn

The Government of Serbia withdrew the controversial Regulation on Areas of Scientific and

Other Research Relevant to the Country's Defense and the Manner and Procedure for Issuing

Approvals for Such Research Together with Foreign Persons or For the Needs of Foreign

Persons on December 13, 2021, just days after its adoption, which provoked a public

reaction. A group of civil society organizations issued a statement emphasizing that the text of

the Regulation enables the authorities not to allow scientific and other research, which is realized

in cooperation with foreign entities, if they estimate that the country's defense would be

endangered in that way. The statement states that the way is open for abuse and restriction of free

and independent research and informing. It is also stated that this is the second time that the

Government of Serbia is trying to adopt this Regulation. The organizations believe that this case

of suffocation of freedom of speech stems from Serbia's deepening ties with repressive regimes,

which are known for their even worse treatment of political opponents, independent media and

civil society organizations. Filip Ejdus, a professor at the Faculty of Political Sciences at the
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University of Belgrade, states that this Regulation would significantly limit the cooperation of

research communities internationally, which is contrary to Serbia's declarative position in the

process of joining the European Union and integration into the European Research Area.

Freedom of Assembly

Intimidation of Activists Before Protests

Activists, who intended to take part in the protests on December 4, 2021, were intimidated

just before the day of the gathering by "warnings" about breaking the law by coming to

the scheduled protest. Milorad Petković from Ub, after he invited citizens to take part in the

protests via Facebook, was visited by the local police, who entered his apartment with a court

order due to suspicion that he was selling weapons and narcotics. Petković stated that he has

nothing to do with the acts he is suspected of and that he believes that the arrival of the police is

connected with his call to protest on Facebook, because the police came the day after his

Facebook post. Ljiljana Bralović from the association "Suvoborska greda" stated that she was

visited by members of the police, during which they "warned" her not to call on citizens to

protest. Rade Obradović, a member of the Citizens' Group "Critical Mass" in the Municipal

Assembly of Kula, was also "warned" and was met by two uniformed police officers in front of

the building where he works. Several civic activists from Novi Pazar claim that before the protest

in that city, they received calls from people who introduced themselves as inspectors in the Novi

Pazar Police Administration, who "warned" them to stop inviting citizens to illegal gatherings.

The police also visited the president of the municipal board of the Democratic Party in Kovin,

Srdjan Vukša, who told him that the gathering was not allowed because it was not reported on

time, as well as the president of the city board of the Democratic Party in Užice, Željko Bacotić.

who was told not to come to the protest in this city. The Požega Initiative stated that their

members received phone calls to private phone numbers from the local police. The president of

the Vojvodina Party, Aleksandar Odžić, received death threats on his Twitter account, after he

invited supporters to come to announced protests. The local police in Valjevo visited activists of

the Local Front of Valjevo, warning them that the rally was not allowed even though it was

reported, and that coming to the rally would be a violation of the law. A member of the Party of
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Freedom and Justice from Vranje, Mirjana Ilić, was also warned, and two uniformed police

officers told her that they knew she was at protests held last Saturday and that she would be

prosecuted if she participated in the rally announced for December 4, 2021 in that city. The

police visited activists in Niš, including activist Danijela Vujosevic, president of the city board of

the opposition People's Party in that city, as well as activist of the National Coalition for

Decentralization (NKD) Sasa Stojiljkovic. On this occasion, the NKD announced that they had

received reports from a total of 8 citizens who were intimidated ahead of the protest scheduled

for December 4, 2021. The police warned Gliša Vidović, from the "Sloga" trade union, and

Dragan Aleksić from the "Sloga" Citizens' Association, who submitted a complaint to the

Ministry of Internal Affairs about "illegal actions of the police". The fact that the Ministry of

Internal Affairs, in addition to the mentioned visits and invitations to activists, also published a

special telephone number, which is open for the purpose of reporting protest blockades, also

contributed to the atmosphere of intimidation. The Ministry states that it has no obligation to

secure unreported or illegal gatherings of this type. The Human Rights House in Belgrade and

the Belgrade Center for Security Policy reacted to this statement, stating that the Ministry of

Internal Affairs should stop deepening conflicts in society by calling on citizens to report protest

blockades, but also reminded the Ministry of its constitutional obligation to also provide security

to those peaceful gatherings that have not been previously reported.

Activists from Pančevo Received Misdemeanor Charges Despite Police Not

Identifying Them During Protest

Activists Ljiljana Spasić and Branislav Spasić, both members of the Independent

Journalists’ Association of Vojvodina and associates of the PancevoSiTi portal, received

misdemeanor fines for attending a protest blockade held on November 27, 2021 in Pančevo,

although they were not asked for IDs at the protest. Activist Spasić states that their personal

data were stated in the misdemeanor order, although the police officers did not identify them at

the rally. She also states that she will ask for a court decision on the misdemeanor order and

believes that the order is "meaningless". The misdemeanor warrant orders the payment of a fine

in the amount of 5,000 dinars for violating the Law on Traffic Safety on the Road, for "moving

and staying on the road". The Independent Journalists’ Association of Vojvodina also reacted to
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the case, characterizing the behavior of the Ministry as intimidation of local activists and offering

legal assistance to its members.

Institutional Pressure on Protest Participants

Citizens who took part in the recent protests and traffic blockades on December 4 and 11,

are receiving enormous fines in the amount of 5,000 dinars, for violating the Law on Traffic

Safety on the Road, or staying on the road. According to the data of the Civic Initiatives, as of

December 17, 2021, at least 70 people, mostly from smaller local communities and cities, where

there was a smaller number of gathered, received misdemeanor orders according to which they

have to pay the stated amount. This is only a small part of the total number of issued fines,

considering that numerous associations and organizations have already addressed citizens,

offering them legal advice and assistance. Among other things, several participants in the protest

on December 4, 2021 in Smederevo received misdemeanor warrants, stating that they were not

identified at the rally, and therefore are not sure where the police got their personal data, then the

opposition Freedom and Justice Party and the Democratic Party announced that many citizens of

Užice receive misdemeanor fines, also for violating the Law on Traffic Safety, and the

organization "Libergraf" from Užice said that it received more than 10 reports from citizens who

received fines, offering legal assistance. According to local portals, about 50 people from Novi

Pazar received a misdemeanor report due to the roadblock. The local police in Užice wrote

reports again after the protest held on December 11, 2021, and according to the locals, about 20

such reports arrived. Several citizens received reports in Subotica, and they were recognized by

video surveillance. Predrag Voštinić from the Local Front Valjevo also received a misdemeanor

report, as well as a member of the Bor City Assembly, Dragan Marković. A large number of

people from Kragujevac, Jagodina and Rekovac also received the same reports. On the other

hand, Miloš Jovanović from Rekovac, who lives in Belgrade and was returning to Belgrade

during the blockade, was identified by police officers, and a few days later was informed that he

was charged with obstructing an official and disobeying their orders with a fine of between

20,000 and 40,000 dinars or a month in prison. Miloš Simić, who also found himself in a traffic

blockade and was standing by the roadside, was identified by police officers and charged with

obstructing traffic and failing to carry out orders from officials.
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Južne vesti Journalist Asked for her ID After Protest

After the protest in Niš, held on November 11, 2021, two police officers, who were not in

uniform, asked the journalist of Južne vesti, Tamara Todorović, and one another person for

their IDs. Police officers followed the journalist as she walked away from the place where the

protest ended, they identified a woman who was also leaving the protest, and when the journalist

asked why they were asking for their IDs and asking to take pictures of their ID cards, the police

answered that it was still an identification procedure. Police officers also said that the other

woman would receive a misdemeanor report, but that the journalist might not. After the officials

announced that the misdemeanor report would reach the woman due to walking on the road,

journalist Todorović asked if they saw her crossing the road, to which the police told her that

they did not, but "there was someone filming". On this occasion, Južne vesti announced that it

would take all steps to protect its journalist. They state that they are guided by public interest in

reporting and that they are aware that there has been no violation of the law.

Police Filmed High School Students During a Protest Walk

Members of the local police in Čačak filmed the gathering of high school students, who held

an environmental protest in this city on December 14, 2021. According to them, they were

photographed and filmed by members of the police in civilian clothes, as they believe, with the

intention of revealing the organizer of this protest. One of the worried parents questioned the

actions of the police in this case, stating "whether children should be approached in such a way".

Several hundred high school students from Čačak organized a protest against lithium mining in

Serbia, and they were supported by several professors as well as the Čačak Education Union.

This behavior of the police, in which it records participants in the gathering, is contrary to

international recommendations and standards in the field of peaceful assembly. Filming

should be done only within clearly defined limits when there is a reasonable suspicion that

there will be a gross violation of the law, such as violence or the use of firearms.
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Monitoring

Verdict in the Case of the Murder of Slavko Ćuruvija

Four members of the former State Security Service (SDB) have been sentenced to decades

in prison for the murder of journalist and publisher Slavko Ćuruvija. This is the second

verdict in a row, after the Court of Appeals annulled the previous verdict from 2019, with the

explanation that the first verdict violated the provisions of procedure. The new verdict sentenced

Radomir Marković and Milan Radonjić to 30 years in prison, as well as Ratko Romić and

Miroslav Kurak to 20 years in prison. The Slavko Ćuruvija Foundation announced that they hope

that the Court of Appeals will confirm this verdict in the new appellate procedure. It was

announced that the verdict shows that the perpetrators of crimes against journalists are not

protected, even after several decades, which is especially important considering that journalists

in Serbia face difficult working conditions, which include pressure, threats and attacks.

Attackers on Radio Host Daško Milinović Convicted

Three attackers, who attacked radio host Daško Milinović in April 2021, were sentenced to

prison for this attack. Milinović was attacked in April 2021, first with tear gas, and then beaten

with sticks, in the morning hours in Novi Sad, while he was going to work. On the occasion of

this attack, the Independent Journalists’ Association of Serbia (NUNS) and the Independent

Journalists’ Association of Vojvodina (NDNV) said that it happened as a direct consequence of

general targeting of dissidents by public officials and MPs, who encourage such attacks.

Three Years Since the Burning of Žig Info Journalist's House

The case of setting fire to the house of journalist Milan Jovanović from Grocka is still

unresolved. The first-instance verdict in this case was passed in February 2021, by which the

former president of the City Municipality of Grocka and a member of the ruling Serbian

Progressive Party Dragoljub Simonović, police officer Vladimir Mihailović and Aleksandar

Marinković, were sentenced to 12 years and six months in prison. Although the procedure from
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June 2021 is in the Court of Appeals within the appellate procedure, no decision has been made

yet. In addition to these persons, Igor Novaković was also convicted in a special court procedure,

and this case is also in the Court of Appeals. The house of journalist Milan Jovanović was set on

fire in the early morning hours of December 12, 2018, after several years of threats and pressure

to which he was exposed, about which he regularly informed the police.

Content From the Fake Portal južnevesti.info Temporarily Removed

A judge of the Commercial Court in Belgrade issued a decision ordering the temporary

removal of content from the južnevesti.info portal. It is a portal that appeared in the middle of

2020, and which is completely identical in visual identity to the already existing Južne vesti

portal. The only difference is in the content that is published on that portal. Južne vesti has sued

this portal for trademark infringement, as it confuses readers by using its visual identity. The fake

portal published service and information that was affirmative towards the local authorities, but it

also contained news with insulting messages directed towards the editor of Južne vesti, Gordana

Bjeletić.

Postponement of Hearing in the Case Against the Regional Information Agency

JUGPress

The hearing that was supposed to take place at the High Court in Belgrade, in a court case

on the lawsuit of the company Millennium Team against the NGO Center for Democracy

and Development of Southern Serbia, founder of JUGPress, was postponed because the

directors of this company did not appear in court. The Millennium Team filed a lawsuit after

JUGPress transmitted reports from two press conferences of the opposition People's Party, at

which the company's business at the local level was discussed. The company initially demanded

compensation in the amount of 200,000 euros, but then corrected the figure to 200 euros under

public pressure. The directors of the company also filed private lawsuits due to the "mental pain"

suffered due to the reporting of this media, demanding compensation in the amount of 2 million

dinars. According to JUGPress, they are marked as "enemies of the government" by these

https://www.juznevesti.com/Drushtvo/Nema-laznih-Juznih-vesti-po-nalogu-suda-sadrzaj-privremeno-uklonjen.sr.html
https://www.juznevesti.com/Drushtvo/Nema-laznih-Juznih-vesti-po-nalogu-suda-sadrzaj-privremeno-uklonjen.sr.html
https://rs.n1info.com/vesti/rociste-milenijum-tim-protiv-jugpress/
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lawsuits and that they suffered damage because they could not compete in public media

competitions.


